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Agenda
• Providing Data: Open Access to Data?
• Data Publishing
• Prerequisites and Obstacles
• Earth System Science Data – A Data Publishing Journal
• Aims
• Manuscript and Review Guidelines
• Structure of the Article
• Summary, Outlook
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Open Access to Data – Why?
• Costs
• Reuse and Reconstruction:
? Further Interpretation ? further 
advancement of science
?No cost-intensive repetitions of 
measurements
? Independent quality assessment
But: dependent on discipline and types of data –
some may be restricted due to personal rights
etc.
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Data publication by scientists Basic and advanced
infrastructure provided by ?
Persistent and Open
Access, Licensing Quality Assessment
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Data „publication“ so far: Infrastructures used
• Own computer, publication on request via Email
• Supplement to „traditional“ publications
– Sometimes restricted access
– Not peer-reviewed, often no full documention of instrumention and processing
• Websites: project or institutional websites
– Website shut down after project ends? URL changes…
• Repository (no certification):
– No metadata, technical and instrumental background
difficult to understand
• Repository (certified):
– Reuse enabled via documentation and persistent access
? but no reward for scientists
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Data Publication: Earth System Science Data
Key problem: 
missing reward for data publication,
missing quality assurance
Solution:
Making use of the established publication process
? Citable publication
? Peer Review
Earth System Science Data
? To foster reuse of the data
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Who is who…
Advisory Board:
Prof. Dr. Paul J. Crutzen
Prof. Dr. Sydney Levitus





Copernicus Publishers – OA Publisher, EGU 
?innovative peer-review process
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Review Guidelines: Originality
? Are the data or methods new?
i.e., never measured or employed before or are they an improvement, e.g., in 
resolution or precision, of a known dataset or method? 
In case of a sufficiently significant or (potentially) controversial datasets, an article
about the data outcome of a replication of an experiment or observation may be
accepted. 
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? Is there any potential of the data being useful? 
(This is obviously the most difficult decision to take)





To enable reuse and  reinterpretation
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Review Guidelines: Data Quality
The data must be presented
- readily available and accessible to inspection and analysis to make the reviewer's
task possible. 
Its accuracy, the instrumentation employed and methods of processing should
reflect the "state of the art" or "best practises". 
Considering all conditions and influences presented in the article, these claims and 
factors must be mutually consistent. 
The reviewer […] will make a judgement whether the claimed findings and its
factors - individually and as a whole - are plausible and without detectable faults
In a Certified
Repository
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First Experiences
Manuscript preparation:
- Difficult to give error estimates for „old data“ – the longer data are not documented in a 
„proper“ way the more difficult it gets to give a full documentation of the dataset
Reviewer: 
„This is something I could do for my data as well!“? you are very welcome to do so!
Other:
- „This is really helpful for us. Now we can publish our data without having the fear that
somebody else uses it withouth citing us properly. Moreover, we even get a publication
for this.“
? Considered as very useful extra-service to the repository: full documentation to the 
dataset and rewards for the authors
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Summary - Outlook
? Data for future reuse needs to be understandable:
− Quality assured
− What has been done to get this dataset?
? Reward for data publication, citable
? First article online as discussion paper
Outlook
? Special Issue with 18 papers to be published soon (Carboocean; CARINA)
? Development of new manuscript templates for other types of research data, e.g. 
modelling results (IPCC scenarios)
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